Firmware Update UDP-LX500
(05-27-2021)

We are pleased to offer this firmware update for the best possible performance of your BD Player.

This update may be installed via USB or Network.

**UDP-LX500**
(Current Version V01.17)

The 05-27-2021 update will address the following and includes previous updates:

1. Improve playback compatibility of certain Blu-ray discs.

**Previous Updates:**
Version V01.16

Improve playback compatibility of certain 4K UHD Blu-ray discs.

Version V01.13
- Improve playback compatibility of certain 4K UHD Blu-ray discs.

Version V01.12
- Improve stability of playback for, BD-R/RE and SACD.
- Improve stability of playback web content.
- Minor bug fixes and stability improvements.

Version V01.08
- Minor bug fixes and improvements stability.

**Firmware Update Instructions**

Software updating
The player’s software can be updated using one of
the methods shown below.
• Using a USB flash drive.

Please visit page 47 of the Operating Instructions for details.